Go Stratoni!
Stratoni is a beautiful Macedonian village, built in front the sea, at the foot of the
Aristotelian Mountain. It has a view to the Akanthios Bay and to Mount Athos and is
surrounded by a natural landscape that combines to the maximum dense vegetation,
greenery, the endless coastline, the sandy beach, the picturesque creeks of
“Karvounoskala” and the warm hospitality of its wonderful people.
Small houses with tiled roofs, gardens full of ﬂowers and fruit trees, organized sport
areas, an amazing ﬁsh port, open playgrounds, restaurants, clubs, beach bars … are
waiting to offer you the holidays of your dreams.

What can you do in the area?

You will walk the fantastic (mapped) hiking trails of the Aristotelian Mountain and the
pilgrimage trail to Agios Nikolas of the mountain, admiring the breathtaking view to the
Akanthios Bay. You will visit the famous mussels farms on the Aristotelian Mountain and
watch how the renowned “Olympiada mussels” are collected and ﬁnd out how the
composition of sea water makes them so big, delicious and healthy that they live up to
their reputation! You will swim at the two beaches of the village and at the beaches of
Prostomitsa, you will ﬁsh, dive, attend the “Aristotelia” events! If it’s Christmas you will
play with your children in the “Fairytale – land”, the Christmas village that captures the
interest and attracts visitors from the 1st of December to the 1st of January.
But, if you like diving do not hesitate to dive and discover the local hippocampus colony!
Enjoy a unique diving experience, exploring the seahorse colony in the magical beach,
where the lush Aristotelian Mountain meets the blue of the Aegean Sea!
An experience as unique as the seahorses you will see.�These are unique in terms of
appearance and sexual preferences, in their reproduction method and certainly very
interesting… When seahorses ﬂirt, they hide and when in unusual environmental
conditions, they change colour. You will ﬁnd dozens gathered there, on the beach of
Stratoni. You can see them standing up in the sand, as if in a meeting. They gather at
depths of 8-12 metres, avoiding shallower waters. You will see them on the golden sea
bottom, with ﬁne solid sand and rich underwater ﬂora. Some stand motionless in the
sand, letting themselves be drawn by any currents that could help their slow motion
even a little. Others cling to clusters of mussels scattered in the area, using their
convoluted tail.

www.mountathosarea.org

Go Stratoni!

Where to stay:

• ARISTIDES ROOMS
T: +30 2376022376
e: aristidis-rooms@aristidis-rooms.gr

Where to eat:

• LESCHI
T: +30 2376022295
e: almineros@hotmail.com

Where to entertain:
• PARATY
T: +30 697 013943
e: almineros@hotmail.com

• GOLD SUN
T: +30 698 2376711
e: gold_sun@hotmail.com

Buy delicious, local organic honey:
• GIANNA ZACHAROGLOU
T: +30 697 8746922
e: aristidis-rooms@aristidis-rooms.gr

• HORAE
T: +30 698 4214107
e: horaehoney@gmail.com
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